Introduction {#Sec1}
============

The existence of an infinite hierarchy of commuting symmetries is one of a characteristic property of integrable systems. Symmetries can be generated by recursion operators \[[@CR1], [@CR2]\], which are often pseudo--differential and map a symmetry to a new symmetry. An important property of recursion operators, called the Nijenhuis property, is to generate an abelian Lie algebra of symmetries. Such property has been independently studied by Fuchssteiner \[[@CR3]\] and Magri \[[@CR4]\]. To prove that a pseudo--differential operator is a Nijenhuis operator and it generates an infinite hierarchy of local symmetries is a challenging problem. In the most common case of weakly nonlocal Nijenhuis operators this problem has been addressed in \[[@CR5]--[@CR7]\]. The relations between bi-Hamiltonian structures and Nijenhuis operators have been studied in papers of Gel'fand and Dorfman \[[@CR8], [@CR9]\] and Fuchssteiner and Fokas \[[@CR10], [@CR11]\]. Recently a rigorous approach to pseudo--differential Hamiltonian operators have been developed in the series of papers by Barakat, De Sole, Kac and Valeri \[[@CR12]--[@CR14]\].

The theory of integrable differential--difference equations is much less developed. The basic concepts for symmetries, conservation laws and Hamiltonian operators were formulated in the frame of a variational complex in \[[@CR15]\]. The aim of this paper is to build up a rigorous setting for rational matrix (pseudo--difference) operators suitable for the study of integrable differential--difference systems. We introduce and study preHamiltonian pairs of difference operators, their connections with Nijenhuis operators and the existence of weakly nonlocal inverse recursion operators for differential--difference equations.
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                \begin{document}$${\mathcal S}$$\end{document}$ is the shift operator. It possesses a recursion operator$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$({\mathcal S}-1)^{-1} $$\end{document}$ stands for the inverse of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\delta _u$$\end{document}$ is variational derivative with respect to the dependent variable *u* and two difference operators$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ R=H_2 H_1^{-1}$$\end{document}$. This decomposition is known as the Lenard scheme used to construct the hierarchies of infinitely many symmetries and cosymmetries.

Notice that the above difference operators have a right common factor:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} R=A B^{-1}, \ \text{ where } A=u({\mathcal S}+1)(u {\mathcal S}-{\mathcal S}^{-1} u)\hbox { and }B=u ({\mathcal S}-1). \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$Here operators *A* and *B* are not skew-symmetric, and thus not Hamiltonian. However, like in the case of Hamiltonian pairs, the image of *A* and *B*, as well as the image of linear combinations of these two operators, form a Lie subalgebra. Such operators we call preHamiltonian operator. In this paper, we explore properties of such operators and their relations with Nijenhuis operators. For the differential case some of these results have been obtained in \[[@CR17]\]. The main difference between differential operators and difference operators lies in that the total derivative is a derivation and the shift operator $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathcal S}$$\end{document}$ is an automorphism. The set of invertible difference operators is much richer than in the differential case. In the scalar case all difference operators of the form $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$a {\mathcal S}^j$$\end{document}$, where *a* is a difference function and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$j\in \mathbb {Z}$$\end{document}$, are invertible, while in the differential case, the only invertible operators are operators of multiplication by a function. The definition of the order of difference and differential operators are essentially different.

The arrangement of this paper is as follows: In Sect. [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"}, we define a difference field $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathcal {A}}$$\end{document}$ of its evolutionary derivations (or evolutionary vector fields) which is a subalgebra of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathrm{Der}\,{\mathrm F}$$\end{document}$ and discuss algebraic properties of the noncommutative ring of difference operators. In particular, we show that it is a right and left Euclidean domain and satisfies the right (left) Ore property. Then we define the skew field of rational (pseudo--difference) operators, i.e. operators of the form $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$AB^{-1}$$\end{document}$, where *A* and *B* are difference operators. Next we discuss the relation between rational operators and weakly nonlocal operators, namely we formulate a criteria for a rational operator to be weakly nonlocal. Finally we adapt all these results to rational matrix difference operators by defining the order of the operator as the order of its Dieudonné determinant. In Sect. [3](#Sec7){ref-type="sec"} we define preHamiltonian difference operators as operators on $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathcal {A}}$$\end{document}$. We explore the interrelation between preHamiltonian pairs and Nijenhuis operators. We show that if operators *A* and *B* form a preHamiltonian pair, then $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$R=AB^{-1}$$\end{document}$ is Nijenhuis. Conversely, if *R* is Nijenhuis and *B* is preHamiltonian, then *A* and *B* form a preHamiltonian pair. These two sections are the theoretical foundation of the paper. In Sect. [4](#Sec8){ref-type="sec"}, we give basic definitions such as symmetries, recursion operators and Hamiltonian for differential--difference equations. We also show how operators *A* and *B* are related to the equation if $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$AB^{-1}$$\end{document}$ is its recursion operator. In the next two sections we apply the theoretical results in Sects. [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"} and [3](#Sec7){ref-type="sec"} to integrable differential--difference equations. In Sect. [5](#Sec9){ref-type="sec"}, we construct a recursion operator for a new integrable equation derived by Adler and Postnikov in \[[@CR18]\]:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} u_t=u^2(u_2u_1-u_{-1}u_{-2})-u(u_1-u_{-1}), \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$using its Lax representation presented in the same paper. The obtained recursion operator is no longer weakly nonlocal. We show that it is indeed Nijenhuis by rewriting it as a rational difference operator and that it generates infinitely many commuting local symmetries. To improve the readability, we put some technical lemmas used for the proof of the main result on the locality of commuting symmetries in "Appendix B". For some integrable differential--difference equations, such as the Ablowitz--Ladik Lattice \[[@CR19]\], the recursion operator and its inverse are both weakly nonlocal. In Sect. [6](#Sec10){ref-type="sec"}, we apply the theoretical results from Sect. [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"} to check whether the inverse recursion operators are weakly nonlocal, and if so, we demonstrate how to cast them in the weakly nonlocal form. To illustrate the method we choose four typical examples. However, the method is general and it can be applied to any integrable differential--difference system, including all systems listed in \[[@CR20]\]. At the end of the paper we give a short conclusion and discussion on our new results on relation between preHamiltonian and Hamiltonian operators. To be self-contained, we also include "Appendix A", containing some basic definitions for a unital non-commutative ring.

Algebraic Properties of Difference Operators {#Sec2}
============================================

In this section, we give a definition of rational difference operators and explore their properties. The main objects of our study in this paper are systems of evolutionary differential--difference equations and hidden structures associated with them. We first consider the scalar case. A generalization to the multi-component case will be discussed in the end of this section.

Difference field and its derivations {#Sec3}
------------------------------------
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                \begin{document}$${\mathrm F}$$\end{document}$ depends on a finite number of variables only. We will denote $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathrm k}$$\end{document}$ is its subfield of constants.
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Rational difference operators {#Sec4}
-----------------------------

In this section we give definitions of difference operators and rational pseudo--difference operators, which for simplicity we shall call rational operators. We refer to the "Appendix A" for general results and definitions related to principal ideal domains. Although Corollary 1 and the first part of Proposition 2 follow directly from Proposition 1 in the abstract setting of Euclidean domains, we provide complete proofs for the sake of completeness.

### Definition 1 {#FPar1}
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The Fréchet derivative ([5](#Equ5){ref-type=""}) is an example of a difference operator of order (*p*, *q*) and total order $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Difference operators form a unital ring $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} a{\mathcal S}^n \cdot b{\mathcal S}^m=a{\mathcal S}^n(b){\mathcal S}^{n+m}=a b_n {\mathcal S}^{n+m}. \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$This multiplication is associative, but non-commutative. The definitions of some basic concepts for a unital associative ring are presented in the "Appendix A".

From the above definition it follows that if *A* is a difference operator of order $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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A difference operator which has only one term $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Proposition 1 {#FPar2}
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### Proof {#FPar3}
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### Proposition 2 {#FPar6}
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### Proposition 3 {#FPar12}
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### Proposition 5 {#FPar16}
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Rational and weakly nonlocal difference operators {#Sec5}
-------------------------------------------------

In the theory of integrable systems, the majority of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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First we give a definition of the full kernel difference operators. We then prove that for such operators, their inverse are weakly nonlocal.
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### Definition 4 {#FPar19}

We say that a difference operator has a full kernel in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In what follows, we show how to construct a full kernel operator given the generators of its kernel and prove an important property of such operators.

### Proposition 6 {#FPar20}
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### Proof {#FPar21}
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### Remark 2 {#FPar22}
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### Proposition 7 {#FPar23}

The inverse operators of full kernel operators are weakly nonlocal.

### Proof {#FPar24}
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We are now ready to prove the statement on the relation between the rational and weakly nonlocal difference operators.

### Theorem 1 {#FPar25}
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### Proof {#FPar26}
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From the proof of Theorem [1](#FPar25){ref-type="sec"}, we are able to specify the nonlocal terms for weakly nonlocal operator.

### Corollary 2 {#FPar27}
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Following from this theorem, we are immediately able to get the statement for the inverse of rational operator:

### Corollary 3 {#FPar28}
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Corollary [2](#FPar27){ref-type="sec"} combined with Proposition [6](#FPar20){ref-type="sec"} provides us with a method to write a weakly nonlocal operator in the form of a rational operator $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Matrix difference and rational pseudo--difference operators {#Sec6}
-----------------------------------------------------------
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### Proposition 8 {#FPar31}
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### Example 1 {#FPar36}
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### Proof {#FPar39}
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PreHamiltonian Pairs and Nijenhuis Operators {#Sec7}
============================================

Zhiber and Sokolov, in their study of Liouville integrable hyperbolic equations \[[@CR28]\], have discovered a family of special differential operators with the property that they define a new Lie bracket and are homomorphisms from the Lie algebra with the newly induced bracket to the original Lie algebra. These operators can be viewed as a generalization of Hamiltonian operators, although they are not necessarily skew--symmetric. Inspired by the work of Zhiber and Sokolov, infinite sequences of such scalar differential operators of arbitrary order were constructed in \[[@CR29]\] using symbolic representation \[[@CR30], [@CR31]\]. Kiselev and van de Leur gave some examples of such matrix differential operators \[[@CR32]\] and investigated the geometric meaning of such operators. They named them preHamiltonian operators in \[[@CR33]\] and defined the compatibility of two such operators. Recently, Carpentier renamed them as integrable pairs and investigated the interrelations between such pairs and Nijenhuis operators \[[@CR17]\]. In principle, many results for differential operators also work for difference operators since $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Definition 7 {#FPar40}
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By a direct computation, it is easy to see (\[[@CR29]\]) that an operator *A* is preHamiltonian if and only if there exists a 2-form on $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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For a Hamiltonian operator *H*, the Jacobi identity is equivalent to (cf. \[[@CR9]\])$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Similarly to Hamiltonian operators, in general, the linear combination of two preHamiltonian operators is no longer preHamiltonian. This naturally leads to the following definition:

Definition 8 {#FPar41}
------------

We say that two difference operators *A* and *B* form a preHamiltonian pair if $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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A preHamiltonian pair *A* and *B* implies the existence of 2-forms $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Definition 9 {#FPar42}
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A difference operator *R* is Nijenhuis if$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Clearly, a Nijenhuis operator is also preHamiltonian with$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Conversely, we have the following statement:

Theorem 4 {#FPar45}
---------

Let *R* be a Nijenhuis rational difference operator with minimal decomposition $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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There is a simple algorithm to determine whether a given difference operator is preHamiltonian and to find the corresponding 2--form $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Example 2 {#FPar47}
---------

The operators *A* and *B* defined in ([2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}) form a preHamiltonian pair. Thus the recursion operator for the Volterra chain ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) is Nijenhuis.
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The previous two theorems provide the interrelations between preHamiltonian pairs and Nijenhuis operators. The following theorem (analogous to its differential counterpart in \[[@CR17]\]) gives another motivation to the definition of a preHamiltonian pair: it is a necessary condition for a rational operator $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Theorem 5 {#FPar49}
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Towards Applications to Differential--Difference Equations {#Sec8}
==========================================================

In this section we introduce some basic concepts for differential--difference equations relevant to the contents of this paper. More details on the variational difference complex and Lie derivatives can be found in \[[@CR15], [@CR36]\].
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Definition 10 {#FPar51}
-------------

There are three equivalent definitions of symmetry of an evolutionary equation. We say that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Often the symmetries of integrable equations can be generated by recursion operators \[[@CR2]\]. Roughly speaking, a recursion operator is a linear operator $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Nijenhuis operators are closely related to Hamiltonian and symplectic operators. The general framework in the context of difference variational complex and Lie derivatives can be found in \[[@CR15], [@CR36]\]. Here we recall the basic definitions related to Hamiltonian systems.
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Definition 11 {#FPar52}
-------------

An evolutionary Eq. ([35](#Equ35){ref-type=""}) is said to be a Hamiltonian equation if there exists a Hamiltonian operator *H* and a Hamiltonian $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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This is the same to say that the evolutionary vector field $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$R=AB^{-1}$$\end{document}$. The following statement tells us how operators *A* and *B* are related to a given equation.

Theorem 6 {#FPar53}
---------

If a rational difference operator *R* with minimal decomposition $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Proof {#FPar54}
-----
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Comparing to ([37](#Equ37){ref-type=""}), for Hamiltonian operators, we have $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Proposition 10 {#FPar55}
--------------

For an Eq. ([35](#Equ35){ref-type=""}) if there exist two operators *A* and *B* satisfying ([38](#Equ38){ref-type=""}), then $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Proof {#FPar56}
-----
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This proposition has been used in \[[@CR38]\] in constructing recursion operators for integrable noncommutative ODEs.

Example 3 {#FPar57}
---------

For the operators *A* and *B* defined in ([2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}) of the Volterra chain ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}), the difference operator *P* in Theorem [6](#FPar53){ref-type="sec"} is $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In what follows, we give the conditions for a rational recursion operator $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Lemma 3 {#FPar58}
-------

Assume that *B* is a preHamiltonian operator $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Proof {#FPar59}
-----

We know that *B* is preHamiltonian. So for any $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Proposition 11 {#FPar60}
--------------
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-----
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Rational Recursion Operator for Adler--Postnikov Equation {#Sec9}
=========================================================

In this section, we construct a recursion operator of system$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} u_t=u^2(u_2 u_1-u_{-1} u_{-2})-u (u_1-u_{-1}):=f \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$from its Lax representation and show that it is Nijenhuis and generates local commuting symmetries. In general, it is not easy to construct a recursion operator for a given integrable equation although the explicit formula is given. The difficulty lies in how to determine the starting terms of *R*, i.e., the order of the operator, and how to construct its nonlocal terms. Many papers are devoted to this subject, see \[[@CR5], [@CR39], [@CR40]\]. If the Lax representation of the equation is known, there is an amazingly simple approach to construct a recursion operator proposed in \[[@CR41]\]. The idea in \[[@CR41]\] can be developed for the Lax pairs that are invariant under the reduction groups, which applies for both differential and differential--difference equations \[[@CR7], [@CR37]\].

The Eq. ([43](#Equ43){ref-type=""}) first appeared in \[[@CR18]\], where the authors presented its scalar Lax representation. We rewrite it in the matrix form as follows:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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--------------
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Lemma 4 {#FPar63}
-------
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Proof {#FPar64}
-----
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The authors in \[[@CR42]\] showed that the recursion operators derived from certain Lax representations under certain boundary conditions are Nijenhuis once every step is uniquely determined. Here we prove the Nijenhuis property using the results in Sect. [3](#Sec7){ref-type="sec"}.

Theorem 7 {#FPar65}
---------

The operators *A* and *B* defined by ([59](#Equ59){ref-type=""}) and ([58](#Equ58){ref-type=""}) are compatible preHamiltonian operators. In particular, the recursion operator *R* for Eq. ([43](#Equ43){ref-type=""}) given by ([53](#Equ53){ref-type=""}) is Nijenhuis.

Proof {#FPar66}
-----
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Since the operator *R* is not weakly nonlocal, the results on the locality of symmetries generated by *R* in \[[@CR7]\] are no longer valid. In the rest of this section, we are going to show that *R* generates infinitely many commuting symmetries of ([43](#Equ43){ref-type=""}) starting from the equation itself.

Proposition 13 {#FPar67}
--------------

Let *h* be a difference polynomial such that *R* is a recursion operator for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We will break the proof of this proposition in two parts using ([54](#Equ54){ref-type=""}). First we will prove that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Proof {#FPar68}
-----
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Let *M* be a generator of the right ideal $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Remark 3 {#FPar71}
--------
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On Inverse Nijenhuis Recursion Operators {#Sec10}
========================================

In \[[@CR20]\], the authors listed integrable differential--difference equations with their algebraic properties. For some systems, they presented both recursion operators and their inverse in weakly nonlocal form. In this section, we'll explain the (non)existence of weakly nonlocal inverse recursion operators and how to work out the nonlocal terms based on Theorem [1](#FPar25){ref-type="sec"} and its corollaries in Sect. [2.3](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"} using examples in \[[@CR20]\].

We select four examples: in Sect. [6.1](#Sec11){ref-type="sec"}, we show the nonexistence of weakly nonlocal inverse recursion operator for the Toda lattice; in Sect. [6.2](#Sec12){ref-type="sec"}, we show the existence of weakly nonlocal inverse recursion operator with only one nonlocal term for a relativistic Toda system; in Sect. [6.3](#Sec13){ref-type="sec"}, we deal with a recursion operator with two nonlocal terms; for our last example, we demonstrate that the inverse operator *R* itself is not weakly nonlocal, but that of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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A relativistic Toda system {#Sec12}
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The Ablowitz--Ladik lattice {#Sec13}
---------------------------
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Conclusions {#Sec15}
===========

In this paper we have built a rigorous algebraic setting for difference and rational (pseudo--difference) operators with coefficients in a difference field $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The concept of preHamiltonian operators deserves further attention. These operators naturally appear in the description of the invariant evolutions of curvature flows in homogeneous spaces in both continuous \[[@CR50]\] and discrete \[[@CR35]\] setting. In the future, we'll look into the geometric implication of such operators.

In this paper, we mainly explored the relation between PreHamiltonian operators and Nijenhuis operators. We are going to investigate how preHamiltonian pairs relate to biHamiltonian pairs. In our forthcoming paper \[[@CR34]\], we'll present the following main result: *ifHis a Hamiltonian (a priori nonlocal, i.e. rational) operator, then to find a second HamiltonianKcompatible withHis the same as to find a preHamiltonian pairAandBsuch that*$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We have discovered that Adler--Postnikov integrable equation ([43](#Equ43){ref-type=""}) is indeed a Hamiltonian system. This equation can be written as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Appendix A. Basic Concepts for a Unital Associative Principal Ideal Ring {#Sec16}
========================================================================

Recall the definitions of some basic concepts for a unital associative ring $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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A ring is called a *principal ideal ring*, if every left and right ideal of the ring is principal. In what follows we assume that the ring $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Similarly, the *left* (resp. *right*) *least common multiple* (*lcm*) of *a* and *b* is an element $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We say that *a* and *b* are *right* (resp. *left*) *coprime* if their *right* (resp. *left*) greatest common divisor is 1 (or invertible), namely if the left (resp. right ) ideal that they generate is the whole ring $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Lemma 8 {#FPar79}
-------
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--------
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Lemma 11 {#FPar85}
--------
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